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Introduction 

The emission lines variability in the spectra of Sey-
fert galaxies nuclei has been known for more than 20 years. 
The first report on the problem under consideration was ma-
de by Bardin et al.(I967;. They published the data on the va-
riation of relative intensities of forbidden 4959+5007 A 
and 4363 A [OIIl] lines in the spectrum of NGC 5548 galaxy 
nucleus that exceed the errors of observations. It was no-
ticed also that NGC 5548 was the second galaxy where the con-
sidered lines show variability. At least four review papers 
have been published: Lyutyi and V.Pronik(I975),Collin-Souff-
rin(I98Q), I,Pronik(I9$0),Penston(l982). 

We have compiled the indications of variability of em-
ission lines in the spectra of 37 Seyfert galaxies nuclei 
published in literature. Only 5 of them belong to Sy2 type, 
the other 32- to Syl type•Does it indicate that the emission 
lines of Sy2 type spectrae are less variable those of Syl ? 
Rather not,because the programms for emission lines variabi-
lity observations now are rilled mainly by Syl type galaxies. 
Prooably further investigations would show greater percent of 
Sy2 type galaxies having variable emission spectrae. 

The latest several years have been characterized by the 
advanced investigations of emission lines variability of Sye-
fert galaxies nuclei. Some of them should be pointed out. 

1. The majority of earlier paper indicated only the phe-
nomenon of variability. Now a number of specially elaborated 
programms markedly increased. The first of them were: Lyutyi 
and Cherepashchuk(I972),I.Pronik(I974,a;I976,a) and more la-
ter ones: Chuvaev(1980;1985),I.Pronik(1980.1983),Doroshenko, 
Terebizh(l983,a,b),Ulrich et al.(1984,1985). 

2. The data has been enriched by the space telescopes 
observations.The important UV lines: 1^ ,CIV 1550 A ,CII|J 
1909 A, Mgll 2800 A and a number of lines with moderate 
and weak intensities are available now for analysis. 

3» Recent current observations often give emission li-
nes fluxes whereas earlier ones only relative intensities. 

According to compiled data the emission lines show va-
riation as in optical,so in UV spectral regions.The variati-
on being revealed as in permitted,so in forbidden and semi-
forbidden lines. All 37 galaxies considered show the variati-
on of permitted lines. The investigation of permitted lines 
variability advanced both in theory and observations. But 
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that is not so for the forbidden lines variations. Twenty 
years ago it was mentioned that the spectrae of Seyfert type 
nuclei look like ones of planetary nebulae•And the theory of 
planetary nebulae emission was transported to the gaseous 
formations of Seyferts. This theory does not predict forbid-
den lines variability.So there are very few observations 
investigating the forbidden lines variability. 

Hereinafter we consider the characteristics of variabi-
lity of permitted and forbidden lines separately* 

The characteristics of permitted lines variations 

In the spectra of Seyfert galaxies nuclei one can ob-
serve the variations both of emission and absorption permit-
ted lines.Anderson,Kraft(1969), Cromwell.Weyman(I970), Ul-
rich et al.(I984) and others observed absorption lines va-
riation in spectrae of Seyfert galaxies nuclei.Still the da-
ta of such kind variability are poor and we wouldn't consi-
der it here* 

There is advance now in Fell lines variability investi-
gations .The first data were obtained by Boksenberg and Net-
zer (1977) for NGC 3516 nucleus. Later the observations 
showed that the character of Fell lines variability resemb-
les that of other permitted broad lines,though the widths 
of Fell lines wings are narrower than that of hydrogen ones. 

The main characteristics of permitted lines variability 
in Seyferts can be summarized in the following points: 

i« Time scale of permitted lines variability show wide 
interval. The least times of Balmer lines variations are fo-
und for NGC 4151 nucleus - about I hour (Collin-Souffrin et 
al.,1979) and for NGC 1275 nucleus - about half an hour(Mer-
kulova.IePronik.1985)• More observations are available for 
time scale of several days: Barr et al.(I983)- for NGC 3783, 
Doroshenko and Terebizh(1983,a)~ for Arakelian 120, Bochka-
rev(l984) and Ulrich et al.(I985)~ for NGC 4151. The majo-
rity of observations reveal the variations of permitted li-
lines within one or more months: Atwood et al .Il982)-for 
NGC 3783, Penston et al.(I98I)-for NGC 4151, Clavel(I983) 
and Clavel et al.(l983)~for NGC 4593, Gregory et al.(I982)-
for NGC 5548, Doroshenko.Terebizh(1983,a)-for NGC 7459. 

2. The variations of lines fluxes correlate with the va-
riations of continuum fluxes. The first observation was made 
by Lyutyi and Cherepashchuk(l972) for NGC 1068,NGC 3516 and 
NGC 4151: lines variations delay continuum ones by 15-30 days. 
This important discovery was confirmed by many later observafe 
tionst V.Pronik,Chuvaev(I972)-for Markarian 6, de Bruyn(I980) 
-for 15 Seyferts. Fig . l shows the data obtained by de Bruyn: 
the nuclei luminosity in line correlates with their__ 

luminosity in continuum at 3500 A. The ratio o C H ^ V°£3*oo 
is fulfilled. Many observations of variable lines and conti* 
nuum correlations were made by Doroshenko and Terebizh. 
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Big*I.Dependence 
of emission line 
flux versus continuum 
flux near 3500 A accor-
ding to de Bruyn (1980)« 

They confirm the results of Lyutyi and Cherepashchuk ( 1972 ) 
for NGC 3516 , I.Pronik ( I975.a.b ) and de Bruyn ( 1980 ) -
for NGC 7469 . Chuvaev ( 1980 } - for 3C 120 and de Bruyn 
( 1980 ) for NGC 5548. They presented also new data for other 
galaxies nuclei - Markarian 10 and Arakelian 120• For all 
these galaxies nuclei the fluxes in hydrogen lines are incre-
asing with the increas of continuum luminosity* 

The fact of correlation between permitted lines fluxes 
variations and continuum ones was pointed out in a number of 
other observations: Lyutyi et al* ( 1984 ), Ulrich et al* 
( 1984 ) - for NGC 4151 galaxy nucleus.Clavel et al* ( 1983 ) 
- for NGC 4593 galaxy nucleus and so on* 

Thus the phenomenon of correlation of hydrogen and other 
permitted lines variations with the brightness of continuum 
variations now is known for a large number of Seyfert galaxi-
es nuclei* Unfortunatelly the data on time delay of lines va-
riations from the continuum is still scarce.because in most 
cases time intervals between separate observations for each 
galaxy were very long - from several months to even years* 
At the same time according to the data of Lyutyi and Chere* 
pashchuk ( 1972 ) one must expect that time delay equals to 
15-30 days* Some of the observations confirm this result : 
Peterson et al* ( 1983 ) * for Arakelian 120* Ulrich et al* 
( 1985 ) - for NGC 4151. 

3# The variations of profiles of permitted lines in the 
spectra of Seyfert galaxies nuclei is observed* The richest 
material in this respect is available for Balmer lines* The 
shapes of Balmer lines in spectra of Seyfert galaxies nuc-
lei are very different and complicated* The manifestations 
of the lines profiles variations are various too: one obser-
ves as both wings variation and only one wing of the profile> 
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Fig.2. Lines profiles 
of H p ,4959 and 5007 A 
[Olll]0 in the spectrum of 
Markarian 279 galaxy nucle-
us for different dates of 
observations according to 
Peterson et al* ( 1982 )• 

so the cores of the profiles too* Fig#2 shows the red wing of 
Hft line variation during 2 months in the spectrum of Mar-
karian 279 gakaxy nucleus. The same variation were found by 
Foltz et al» ( 1980 ) for Arakelian 120 galaxy nucleus* Va-
riations of blue wings of hydrogen lines were observed by 
Lyutyi et al. ( 1984 ) for the nucleus of NGC 4151. Merkulo-
va and I.Pronik ( 1985 ) for the nucleus of NGC 1275. Both 
wings of CIV 1550 A line have been drastically changed du-
ring 3 months of observations of NGC 5548 galaxy nucleus 
( Gregory et al.f 1982 • see Fig#3 )• Broad wings of hydrogen 
lines have been decreased in the spectrum of NGC 7469 galaxy 
nucleus from 1975 till 1980 . It is shown in Fig.16. 

In a number of papers the appearance and disappearens of 
some detailes in the profiles of permitted lines are conside-
red. The first observation was made by Khachikian and Weedman 

10 o . io 
(10 KM/IIC > 

Fig.3. CIV 1550 A 
line profiles in the 
spectrum of NGC 5548 
galaxy nucleus. The in-
tensities are normali-
zed by the central peak 
in the line. The uncer-
tainty in continuum le-
vel is about 2?6 from 
the intensity in the 
peak.Solid line -
27.XI.1980,dotted line 
- 23.11.1981 ( Gregory 
et el.,1982 ). 
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Fig.4. NGC 4151 nucleus 
spectrum for 6 epochs obtai-
ned in the region of CIV 
1550 A line. The fluxes are 
expressed in the units 

I0"I4erg/cm2 A (Ulrich et 
al«,I985). 
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Fig*5. Spectrum of 
NGC 3516 nucleus in the re* 
gion of 1200-1980 AA for 4 
epochs.Vertical line- 1550 A 
in the galaxy system. B T » 
B 2 and B^ are the compo-
nents of CIV line(Ulrich et 
al.#I984). 

(1971) for Markarian 6 galaxy nucleus. Quite recently Ulrich 
et al.(I985) published very interesting results on tne vari-
ation of profile components in CIV 1550 A line in the spect-
rum of NGC 4151 nucleus* Lj and L a on Fig.4.They are situated 
at -30 A and +40 A from the center of CIV line.During 3 years 
the brightness of the components changed fourfold. 

The core of CIV 1550 A line variations were observed 
in the spectrum of NGC 3516(Ulrich,Boisson,I983~see Fig.5) 
and in NGC 4151 one ( Ulrich et al.,1984). 

4. The degree of variation of lines profiles was found 
dependent oh its number in Balmer series.The first observa-
tions of this phenomenon were made by I.Pronik for NGC 7469 
(I975,a.b). Fig.6 shows this effect for Arakelian 120. 
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Fig06. HA and lines in the spectrum 
of Arakelian 120 galaxy nucleus for different epochs 
(Schulz et al.,I98I). 

5. Balmer decrement is varing with the time.According 
to the observations of I.Pronik(I975,a,b) carried out in 1971 

-1972 Balmer decrement «JĤ  tIH< *IHr- iIHf of 
NGC 7469 nucleus spectrum varied for 8 months from 6,34 : 
1,00 : 0,89 : 0,76 : 0,47 to 2,37 : 1,00 : 0,54 : 0,33 : 0,21 
De Bruyn refers for this nucleus decrement obtained in June 
1975 and December 1977 similar to the second case given above< 
In June 1977 the decrement was altogether different -4,20: 
1,00 : 0,43 : 0,I8( de Bruyn,I980). 

The variation of Balmer decrement was observed for the 
NGC 3516, NGC 55481ifiarxarian 541 galaxies nuclei(de Bruyn, 
1980; Phillips,1978) and others. 

6. The series of systematic observations show the chara-
cter of permitted lines variations depending on time: I.Pro-
nik(I980,b;I983) for NGC 1275 and NGC 3227 galaxies nuclei; 
Doroshenko and Terebizh(I983,A0 for NGC 3516 one and others. 

Fig.7. Time variation 
of equivalent width of Hp, 

line and continuum of 
NGC 3516 nucleus spect-
rum in diafragm I3?5(Doro-
shenko,Terebizh,1983,b). 

1965 1970 1975 1980 
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The comparison of continuum variations and the equivalent 
width of BU line on the Fig* 7 permit us to conclude that 
there is time scale variation of this line in the spectrum 
of NGC 3516 about 2-3 years.The same results arise from the 
observations of NGC 1275 and NGC 3227 nuclei. 

Systematic observations of the emission spectra of Sey-
fert galaxies nuclei in time intervals longer than 10 years 
are absent and in shorter than a week are very scarce* Ac-
cording to the preliminary results of I*Pronik and N*lwlerku~ 
lova (1985) hydrogen lines in the spectrum of NGC 1275 galaxy 
nucleus have time scale variation of about 1-2 days and half 
an hour too* 

The characteristics of semiforbidden and forbidden 
lines variations 

As it was mentioned above the first report on emission 
lines variation concerns just the forbidden lines in the 
spectrum of Seyfert galaxy NGC 5548 nucleus(Bardin et al*, 
I967)*Then this phenomenon was described in more detailes 
by Andrillat and Souffrin(I968) for NGC 3516 galaxy nucleus* 
But later they resisted their conclusions on forbidden lines 
variability*At present the majority of authors suspect the 
constancy of forbidden lines referring to the absence of the-
ory explaining this effect* But it is well known that the 
lifetimes of atoms and ions on the metastable levels giving 
brightest forbidden lines in violet and optical region of 
spectrum are less than 7 hours (Kaplan and Pikelfer,I963)«So 
they do not contradict to a plausible variability of forbid-
den lines in time scale of months or even days* 

The data on possible variability of semiforbidden and 
forbidden lines are more scarce than that for permitted lines* 
They concern 12 Syefert galaxies belonging as to Syl and to 
Sy2 types•Characteristics of semiforbidden and forbidden li-
nes variability are similar to that of permitted ones* 

I9 What is time scale and amplitude of the variations? 
There is scanty data on several days scale variations for 
galaxies nuclei F 427 (Fairall,1983) and NGC I275(Merkulova 

I Clff] 8 h 
4 

o 
O o 

o o* 
I 

1979 1980 1981 Year 

Fig*8* Flux variations in CIIlJ 1909 A line 
in the spectrum of NGC 3783 nucleus with time(Barr et 

al*,I983)*The flux is expressed in the unitsIO -*e/cm s* 
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and I.Pronik(I985)• Sygnificantly more observations showed 
the time scales variations of semiforbidden and forbidden 
lines for weeks and years.Fivefold variations of CIII) 1909 A 
line flux in spectrum of NGC 3783 galaxy nucleus during 
several weeks are in Fig.8.Penston et al.(I98l) obtained the 
flux variation in 2470 A [Oil] line of NGC 4151 nucleus spec-
trum by more than fourfold for two months .Semi forbidden li-
nes variations were observed in NGC 4593 nucleus spectrum 
(Clavel.I983;Clavel et al.fI983) and in NGC 7469 one(Wes-
tin,1984) .Twofold variations of CIII) 1909 A , fOIIlI 2321 A 
and 4959A.5007 A lines fluxes were marked by Kollatchnij et 
al(I98l) during one year in Arakelian 120 nucleus spectrum. 
Fig.9 shows the variations [FeX] 6374 A line in the spectrum 
of NGC 4151 nucleus during several months. 

Fig.9* The variations of 

(open circles) and nucleus 
brightness in U-system for 

NGC 4151 galaxy (Oknyanskij, 
Chuvaev,I982). 

TOO ISO 
JO 2441000+ 

2. The fluxes of semiforbidden and forbidden lines 
variations correlate with the continuum ones:Kollatchny et 
al.(I98I),0knyanskij and Chuvaev(I982-see Fig.9)• 

The data on time delay in forbidden lines variation 
from continuum one are more scanty than that for permitted 
lines.Barr et al.(I983) give time delay of CIII) 1909 A line 
variation in the NGC 3783 nucleus spectrum by several weeks. 

3. The variations in forbidden lines profiles 4959 A and 
5007 A [0111) were observed by Glaspy et al.(I976) in the 
spectra of NGC 1068 and NGC 4151 galaxies nuclei during 
half a year, and by Kingham and O'Connel - in the spectrum 
of NGC 1275 nucleus in 10 years (1979)* Fig.IO shows the va-
riations of 5007 A [OIIlJ line profile in the spectrum of 
NGC 1068 nucleus for several years (V.Pronik,I985),and 
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Fig.10. Time variations 
of 5007 A [OIII] line profile 
according to V.Pronik(I985)• 

Fig.II. Time variation 
of 3869 A [NelllJ line pro-
file in spectrum of NGC 1275 
galaxy nucleus according to 
Merculova and I.Pronik(I985)< 

13727+29 
16716*31 

Fig.12. Time variations 
of forbidden lines relative 
intensities in the spectrum 
of NGC 1275 nucleus (I.Pro-
nik,I980). 

1942 1965 W0 1975 year 

Fig.II - the variations of profile 3869 A[NeIIl] line in the 
spectrum of NGC 1275 nucleus within 2 days. 

4 . Long series of observations shown in Fig.I2 permit 
to reveal the one year scale variations of forbidden lines 
variations in the spectrum of NGC 1275 nucleus.At the same 
time observations made with the same telescope and spectrog-
raph do not show sach variations for NGC 3227 nucleus(I.Pro-
nik,I983). 
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Fig.13• Variations 
-1 in the equivalent widths 

fa™** \ W ) M o f forbidden lines of 
4 0 [ o \i NGC 1275 nucleus spectrum 
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- > — . — . — L days (Merkulova, I .Pronik, 

1985). 
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According to the prelimenary results of Merkulova and 
I.Pronik(I985; there is more short scale of forbidden li-
nes variation in the spectrum of NGC 1275 nucleus.lt is 
illustrated in Fig.I3 -scale is about 2,3 days* 

5. For the NGC 1275 galaxy nucleus the correlation bet-
ween relative intensities of forbidden lines and forbidden 
and hydrogen lines has been found. One can see them in Fig. 
14 and 15>a,b according to observations of I.Pronik(I980, 
a,b) and Merkulova and I.Pronik(I987)• Data of Fig.I5,a 
were obtained with the spectrograph and the time gap of 
years and months whereas of Fig.I5fb ones - with the scan-
ning spectrophotometer with time gap of days and hours. 
Both figures show the same character of emission lines var-
iations .The correlations presented in Fig.I4 and 15 eviden-
ce for the recurrence of the identical physical conditions 
in the variable part of gaseous envelope of NGC 1275 nucle-
us. 

Fig.14. The corre-
lation of forbidden li-
nes relative intensities 
in the spectrum of 
NGC 1275 nucleus obtai-
ned during 8 years(I*Pro« 
nik,I980). 

3 l6?i6 + 31 

14069+76 
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I, 

Fig#I5« Correlation of flux 
variations in Hp and 4959+5007 A 

[bill] lines in the spectrum of 
NGC 1275 nucleus according to : 

a. 1971-1982 spectral ob-
servations, 

b. 1982-1984 photoelectrical 
observations* The crosses show 
mean square errors of the obser-
vations* 

Mom] 

- jlai] 

Seyfert nucleus type variations with time 

Variation of emission lines in the spectra of Seyfert 
galaxies nuclei sometimes was very significant and lead to 
the variation of Seyfert nucleus type* This variation could 
have been registered when the spectra of these nuclei were 
observad regularly.Really,Seyfert(1943) included NGC 6814 
in his list of peculiar galaxies* Then Burbidge et al.(I963) 
exclude this galaxy from Seyferts since the spectrum of its 
nucleus obtained by them showed very narrow + [NllJ blend* 

In 1970 Ulrich(I97I) reported that total width of line 

was equal to 95 A or 6000 kn/s* Probably it was the first ca-
se when the Seyfert type time variation was registered* 

Now the results are published evidencing variation of 
Seyfert nucleus type for several galaxies: Markarian 6(Kha-
chikianfWeedman,I97I;V*Pronik,Chuvaev,I972), NGC 3227(1. 
Pronik,1983), NGC 4151(lyutyi.Oknyanskij*Chuvaev,I984;Pen~ 
ston and Peres.1984), NGC I566(Alloin et al*,I985). Long se-
ries of observations showed that the variation of Seyfert 
nucleus type is accompanied by the nucleus brightness varia-
tions: for NGC 4I5I-by I min U-system in aperture 27", for 
NGC 1566-fivefold at spectral region 3700 A* 

The evolution of Hj& line profile in the spectrum of 

NGC 7469 nucleus from 1972 to 1980 one can see in Fig*l6 : 
wings of the profile line weakened and ratio of intensities 
of 5007 A [Olll] and Hjj lines increase almost twice .Accor-
ding to Barbiery et al*(I977) the core of line consists 

of two components separated by 25 A or 1500*km/s* Both com-
ponents were equal in brightness till 1975• After that time 
red component weakened compared to the blue one*Unfortuna~ 
telly the brightness of the nucleus is known only to 1975•Ac-
cording to Lyutyi(I977) the brightness of the central region 
of NGC 7469 in aperture I3?5 in U-system decreases from 1971 
to 1975 on 0?3«0bservad variations of the spectrum and bright* 
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I. 
nes in the spectrum of 
NGC 7469 galaxy nucleus 
for several dates: 1972 

1978 ( Capriotti et al., 
1980), 1980 (Peterson et 
al.,I982). 

and 4959,5007 A li-

biery et al.,I977 ), 
(I«Pronik,I975), I975(Bar-

Fig*l6oProfiles of Hy* 

4800 5000 

ness of the nucleus not so strong and Seyfert type of the 
nucleus is still Syl. But it is possible to expect its 
changing* 

The classification of Seyfert nuclei in two types was 
proposed by Khachikian and Weedman (1974)• It turned out la-
ter that this classification has a deep sence:two types of 
galaxies being classified showed different characteristics: 
relative intensities of emission lines 5007 A [OIIIJ , H<< 

and H/3 .colour indexes of the nuclei and central regions of 
galaxies(Adams,Weedman,1975), nuclei luminosities in and 

iplll] lines (Dibaj,Tsvetanov, 1980),relative luminosities of 
nuclei and galaxies (Dibaj,1983).There are some indications 
to tiny morphological differences between two types of ga-
laxies (Pavlova,I981). All these facts permit to believe 
that two types of Seyfert nuclei belong to the galaxies of 
different evolutionary development. Hence,the question ari-
ses, how one can explain the dependence of variable Seyfert 
nucleus type on fundamental characteristics of the galaxies? 
So we suppose that the variation of Seyfert nucleus type is 
developing in such a maimer that each of the nuclei preser-
ves its particular spectrum longer than other one. 

Conclusions 

The data on emission lines variations in the spectra of 
Seyfert galaxies nuclei with time permit us to estimate the 

size of the emitting zones: 10*5 -IO^cm and electron con-
centration N e ^ I0

8-ioi;iciir5.We are inclined to conclude,that 
none of the known theories explains the forbidden lines va-
riations in Seyferts.According to them gas emitting has large 
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shapes. For example in the theory proposed by Carrol and 
Kwan (1983) the shape of gaseous region equals to 60-1000 pc. 
At such dimension one can hardly observe the variations of 
forbidden lines not only within several days,but even months. 
Probably the most advantageous would be the models accoun-
ting on the X-ray emission from the central sources that can 
intensify the Auger effects and charge transfer in the emis-
sion zones of Seyfert galaxies nuclei. 

Acknowledgements. I am Greatly indebted to I.Smirnova,G.Sha-
rapova and V.Zhogoleva for preparing Figures. 
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DISCUSSION 

DULTZIN-HACYAN: What is the shortest time scale for variation of type 
(I or II) of nucleus? 

ALLOIN and PRONIK: Alloin et al. (Astrophys. J. 288, 205, 1985) 
observed variation of NGC 1566 nucleus type during several months. 

BOCHKAREV: Variations of spectrum lines may be good proof for structure 
in the innermost parts of AGNs. For interpretations of the variations 
it is necessary to know the spectrum of variations: amplitude as a 
function of timescale for shortest times. What are the shortest time-
scales and amplitudes of real (physical, not to be misunderstood as 
a result of binary nuclei as Dr. Fairall talked yesterday etc.) 
variations of allowed and forbidden lines. 

PRONIK: I have preliminary results only. 

ALLOIN: I would not say that NGC 1566 went from a Seyfert 1 to Seyfert 
2 type during its variations. The broad Ha component never goes away 
completely. It's rather that, when the AGN weakens, the underlying 
stellar component becomes more prominent and this affects much the 
very faint wing at HB (less at Ha). 

PRONIK: We are now at the beginning of the problem. Some of the people 
suggest that they investigate Seyfert nuclei type variations and other 
ones - only details of the spectrum variations. It does not matter. 
All investigate the same event. 

ALLOIN: For which object do you observe [FeX] line variations? 

PRONIK: NGC 4151: Oknyanskij, Chuvaev, Russian Astron. Tsirk. No'. 1228, 
1 9 8 2 ) . 
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